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. there are two friday the 13ths this year. Jan and Oct. 

. 
   // 
a common era gregorian calendar 
by vov abraxas.  
yes.print this and show your friends. this is a product from badappletree.com 
there are eight thousand seven hundred 
sixty hours in the year twenty seventeen.



an image of an older man holding a fish. 
he is ice fishing. 
the fish is a humble but extremely rewarding catch. 
the expression on the man’s face is one of achievement. 
the sky is blue. a single cloud shaped like a bird over the horizon. 
the picture gives you an odd sense of adventure and freedom. 
you have nostalgic thoughts about a childhood fishing trip. 
feelings about your own adventures with nature. 
 
the feelings you get from this image leak into your feelings about where you are in life. 
last year was hard for everyone including you, but you are stronger and wiser from your journey. 
 
hold on to your curiosity and sense of adventure as life hardens you. 
hold on to your taste for beauty and lust for life as each hour mercilessly passes with or with out you. 
you can feel the dread creeping in. that sting of everyday life starting to flood in. 
the world is barely allowing you to have a moment to yourself. you are forgetting what it is like to  
have an imagination and it’s pissing you off. 
there is a day or two in the month where you just can’t fucking stand this image of an older man holding 
a fish. like who the fuck is he anyway? what is up with this calendar and where did it come from?! 
ultimately you cave again and you are drawn back into the wonder of this image of an older man holding 
a fish.  
he is ice fishing. 
the fish is a humble but extremely rewarding catch. 
the expression on the man’s face is one of achievement. 
the sky is blue. there’s a cloud shaped like a dragon over the horizon as the sun is beginning to set. 



 
sunday 

1  8  15 22 and 29 
monday 

2  9 16 23 and 30 
tuesday 

3  10 17 24 and 31 
wednesday 

4  11 18 and 25  
thursday 

5  12(fullmoon)  19 and 26 
friday 

6  13 20 and 27 
saturday 

7 14  21 and 28 
there are 744 hours this month.

jan.mmxvii



a black and white photo of a beautiful woman fixing a radial engine alone in a garage. 
the photo itself seems lit like a film noir. 
the stains on her clothes and hands indicate that she’s been here for a couple hours. 
there is a lit cigarette in an ashtray. 
she does this for fun. 
she had a couple shots of whiskey already and its only 3:30 pm. 
she is dressed like a steam punk pin up girl. 
she is about to test a customized push rod she designed. 
she was in a punk band a couple years ago. 
she does whatever she wants. 
 
 
 
over the course of the month viewing this photo, you develop a fantasy relationship with this woman. 
at first she seems like she’s too bad ass and tough for you but you end up finding out that she is as  
vulnerable and tender as anyone.  
ultimately the relationship is toxic, hectic and sometimes just too wasted. 
in the end she breaks your heart in a way you saw coming. 
years later you see her, still beautiful, but a shell of the person you knew. 
she never gets this tank she’s working on fully operational.  
and her new interests are alien to the woman in this photo. 
its all bullshit anyway.  
she says she wants to have a tank for the zombie apocalypse. 
she’s just trying to be cool. 
still...  
here she is, forever luring you into her garage for a drink and a smoke. 
and she is beautiful enough to forgive for anything. 
she does this for fun. 
she had a couple shots already and it’s only 3:30 pm. 
she is dressed like a steam punk pin up girl. 
she is about to test a customized push rod she designed. 
she was in a punk band a couple years ago. 
she does whatever she wants.



february two thou-
sand seventeen. 

there are six hundred seventy two hours in february.  
 
 
 
 

                                           W1  T2   F3  S4 
S5  M6   T7  W8  T9   F10S11 
S12M13T14W15T16F17S18 
S19M20T21W22T23F24S25 
S26M27T28 
 
FULL MOON F10



The image is from the viewpoint of the peak of a mountain.  
It is magnificent. Not only is it a feat to climb to a height like that, the camera work is perfect. 
The feeling you get when you look at this image is challenged. 
Challenged to bite more than you can chew.  
Challenged to broaden your horizons and turn up the unique substance it takes to be you. 
Today is the first day of the rest of your life and you are getting better everyday. 
Every day is getting easier or harder because you are getting stronger, happier and  
more aware of the challenges you take control of in a given day. 
When you look at this image... wait...  
When you look at this image... 
...is that... 
... is that a fucking UFO? 
The feeling you get when you look at this image is now transformed from one of inspiration, 
to one of terror inducing curiosity. 
You become an internet detective for a while looking for an explanation, until eventually getting in  
contact with the photographer who confirms what you saw but doesn’t want to talk about it. 
“Leave it alone.” She says. 
You are left without an answer and an ominous feeling. 
You have nightmares. 
This never goes away.



MARCH 2017 
THERE ARE SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY FOUR HOURS IN MARCH 
 
WEDNESDAY THE FIRST 
THURSDAY THE SECOND 
FRIDAY THE THIRD 
SATURDAY THE FOURTH 
SUNDAY THE FIFTH 
MONDAY THE SIXTH 
TUESDAY THE SEVENTH 
WEDNESDAY THE EIGHTH 
THURSDAY THE NINTH 
FRIDAY THE TENTH 
SATURDAY THE ELEVENTH 
SUNDAY THE TWELFTH IS THE FULL MOON 
MONDAY THE THIRTEENTH 
TUESDAY THE FOURTEENTH  
WEDNESDAY THE FIFTEENTH 
THURSDAY THE SIXTEENTH 
FRIDAY THE SEVENTEENTH 
SATURDAY THE EIGHTEENTH 
SUNDAY THE NINETEENTH 
MONDAY THE TWENTIETH 
TUESDAY THE TWENTYFIRST 
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTYSECOND 
THURSDAY THE TWENTYTHIRD 
FRIDAY THE TWENTYFOURTH 
SATURDAY THE TWENTYFIFTH 
SUNDAY THE TWENTYSIXTH 
MONDAY THE TWENTYSEVENTH 
TUESDAY THE TWENTYEIGHTH 
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTYNINTH 
THURSDAY THE THIRTIETH 
FRIDAY THE THIRTYFIRST



No UFOs or any monsters or anything dark lurking in this image of a small family owned bakery. 
 
Somehow there’s nothing that soothes the undercurrent of terror like the simplicity of a small family  
owned bakery. It has been here forever, passed down from generation to generation, and somehow  
even now in such a cynical world where businesses like this go extinct under the weight of a thousand 
generic franchises, this small family owned bakery still thrives, unifying the nostalgia of another era 
with the efficiency and wonder of a new one. they have also gone green last year and half of their menu  
is vegan. 
 
The feeling you get when you look at this image is inspirational.  
You want to do something more with your life, but also leave time for the simpler pleasures. 
You have a feeling in your gut that tells you that you can have both. 
You are motivated to do more things that you have been putting off. 
You are connecting with people again, new and old. 
You are being kinder to people in your life and it is making things easier. 
You are falling in love with the world again. 
 
You can smell and feel the imaginary pastries being served at this small family owned bakery. 
Nobody else makes them like this. 
Worth the extra dollar. 
 



a p r i l 2017  THERE ARE SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY HOURS IN THE MONTH OF APRIL 
 
s 1  8    15  22  29 
s 2  9   16   23   30 
m 3  10  17  24 
t 4  11   18   25 
w5   12  19   26  
t 6  13  20   27 
f 7   14   21   28 
 
THE FULL MOON FALLS ON THE ELEVENTH. 
IT IS A TRADITION TO LIE TO EVERYONE ON THE FIRST OF THIS MONTH.



the feeling you get when you see this image of young lovers covered in glitter at a wild party 
you either have been partying too much or not enough. but not just enough. 
either way, you have a warm but empty feeling. 
you are reminded of a void you can’t fill, and the looming end of your existence. 
you ask yourself, am i living life to the fullest? 
is there enough love in my life? 
and the answer is always no. 
in some ways the world is to blame. 
in some ways you have yourself to blame. 
that creeping loneliness reaches you. 
you have a feeling that reminds you that you are aging. 
you are no closer to the answers for the questions that have ruled your life. 
 
a feeling of gratitude washes over you as this experience some how teaches you to love who you are. 
you have people in your life who love you. 
but that creeping loneliness still reaches you. 
 
you cant shake the feeling that you just want to be a young lover covered in glitter at a wild party. 
no one is that happy forever. 
but who gets to feel that happy ever? 
 
is there enough life in my love? 
 
and the answer is always 
 
 
 
may is a busy time of year for you, so your attention to this photo fades over the course of the month. 
you catch a glipse of it again near the end of the month, but something about it is different. 
you are different.



may  
twenty  
seventeen  
there are seven hundred forty four hours in may  
full moon: w10 
 
 
 
 
m1t2w3t4f5s6s7m8t9w10t11f12s13s14m15t16w17t18f19s20s21m22t23w24t25f26s27s28m29t30w31 



This image of a dinosaur skeliton is one of the coolest things you’ve ever seen. 
It looks so mean and untouchable. 
The size of the teeth. 
The claws. 
The tail. 
This relic of a different time. 
 
You can’t help but remember the UFO from the other image. 
How long have we been getting visits? 
Where did the pyramids come from? 
Were there ancient technologies more advanced than what we have today? 
How much do we know about ancient peoples really? 
Is everything I know just a lie? 
Very likely. 
Who controls the flow of this information? 
Probably someone who is grooming us to stay put and work the machines. 
To what end? 
 
This image of a dinosaur skeliton is one of the coolest things you’ve ever seen. 
 
 
Your lucky numbers are 1 21 and 3 or 12 and 13 or 12 and 1 and 3. 
 



june2017  
there are 720 hours in 
june. full moon on F9. 
T1F2S3S4M5T6W7T8F9 
S10S11M12T13W14T15 
F16S17S18M19T20W21 
T22F23S24S25M26T27 
W28T29F30



the pressure of thousands of misguided decisions are weigning on you and you’re about to colapse 
and have a mental breakdown before this image of a kitten brings you back to planet earth. 
 
it is a kitten, barely knows how to be a cat yet, but there it is, displaying all of cathood with an almost  
self aware pose. the image is actually pretty monumental when you look closer at it. 
 
the feeling you get when you peel away the layers your mind is projecting on this innocent image of a 
kitten gives you faith in the more animal and visceral side of being a human. 
somehow the kitten reminds you to approach your life in a more playful and curious way, so you do. 
and while you get yourself in trouble, you also develop character as you find that you are cunning enough 
to think your way out of a challenge you created for yourself. 
you’re going to make it through this shit! 
fuck the world! you’re going to win! 
 
yes, you actually took all that from some stupid photo of a kitten. 
 
look at it... so cute!!! 



july twenty seventeen. the full moon falls 
on the ninth.there are seven hundred  
forty four hours in the month of july.  
forty four thousand, six hundred forty 
minutes.  
 
saturday one sunday two monday three 
tuesday four wednesday five thursday six 
friday seven saturday eight sunday nine 
monday ten tuesday eleven wednesday 
twelve thursday thirteen friday fourteen 
saturday fifteen sunday sixteen monday 
seventeen tuesday eighteen wednesday 
nineteen thursday twenty friday twenty 
one saturday twenty two sunday twenty 
three monday twenty four tuesday twenty 
five wednesday twentysix thursday twenty 
seven friday twenty eightsaturday twenty 
nine sunday thirty monday thirty one



 
 
 
 
 
 
this is an image of a simple minimalist action painting. 
there are only a few strokes on the entire canvas. black and white and a single frantic smear of blue. 
for whatever reason this image induces memories of sexual fantasies of women you met throughout 
your life who painted. 
you pictured them being cool enough to not need a practical way to live. 
you wanted to be a better artist to catch their attention but you never did. 
they are different people than you thought they were but you hold onto that impression that they left  
on you.  
you want to fuck the person you wish they were and not the person they actually are. 
the beauty that you seek in this fantasy is more a part of who you are than what reality is. 
still... 
you picture this woman in a t shirt and underwear. coughing on a bong hit and completing this painting 
with a single frantic smear of blue. 
she feels closer to god. 
she takes a drag of a cigarette and says in the sexiest monotone ever... 
“...done.” 
 
the painting is worth over ten thousand, and is gaining value.



 
 
 
       the month of august twenty seventeen 

   s     m     t      w     t      f     s 
                  1     2     3     4    5 
   6    7     8     9    10   11  12 
 13  14    15   16  17  18   19 
 20   21    22  23   24  25  26 
 27   28   29   30  31 
 
there are 744 hours in the month of august. 
the full moon is on the 7th.



are you any closer to sorting your shit out? 
you better be! life doesn’t give a shit, it’s going to beat you down anyway! 
 
life is spanking you hard and you’re having issues focusing on this image of a cute little weinerdog. 
your mood is effecting what you see. 
the weinerdog is annoying you, but its also so precious. 
 
you don’t really get any feelings from the picture as you have so many other things to worry about. 
that cute little weinerdog just wants your love. 
you are cold. 
 
how did you get to be so cold?
when did you become this robot? 
look at the weinerdog! 
look at it!!!! 
 
 
nothing. 
yea go crunch your numbers then. 
UFO nightmare having time wasting bitch. 



 
 
 
the month of september has seven hundred twenty hours. 
the moon is full on the sixth. 
 
 
 
 
 
F I S II   
S III M IV T V W VI T VII F VIII S IX  
S X M XI T XII W XIII T XIV F XV S XVI  
S XVII M XVIII T XIX W XX T XXI  F XXII S XXIII  
S XXIV M XXV T XXVI W XXVII T XXVIII F XXIV S XXX  
 



when you look closer at this image of a tank you realize it is the one the woman from the february photo  
was working on. 
here it is on a hill. the photograph looks old, but the paint designs on the tank are modern. 
oddly, the paint on the tank has this van gogh feel as it psychedelically displays an anti war message of 
your choosing. 
the feeling you get when you view this image is a complicated one. 
you have enough time to think about this feeling as you sit and fathom the atrocities taking place 
on this planet. you look at yourself and weigh out the moral impact your choices make as they have a 
domino effect. 
you feel almost powerless to stop the true evil in this world. 
in the same moment you view your life and see that it is good. 
the same goodness emits from you to others. 
you have this feeling that love will win. 
you just don’t know if you’ll ever see it. 
is that the same hope of this silly hippie tank? 
or are we actually just eating eachother alive in a slow motion zombie apocalypse? 
 
maybe its time for you to start a punk band. 
today is the first day of the rest of your life.



there are seven hundred forty four hours in october  
twenty seventeen 
sunday one  
monday two 
tuesday three 
wednesday four 
thursday five full moon 
friday six 
saturday seven 
 sunday eight 
monday nine 
tuesday ten 
wednesday eleven 
thursday twelve 
friday the thirteenth! 
saturday fourteen 
sunday fifteen 
monday sixteen 
tuesday seventeen 
wednesday eighteen 
thursday nineteen 
friday twenty 
saturday twenty one 
sunday twenty two 
monday twenty three 
tuesday twenty four 
wednesday twenty five 
thursday twenty six 
friday twenty seven 
saturday twenty eight 
sunday twenty nine 
monday devils night 
tuesday samhain



 
 
 
the streets are foggy 
at least quiet 
and full of trees



 
 
 
another november just like that. 
the full moon occurs on the fourth. 
there are seven hundred twenty hours  
in the month of november. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  m    t      w     t     f       s     s   
                1     2     3     4     5 
   6    7     8     9    10   11  12 
 13  14    15   16  17  18   19 
 20   21    22  23   24  25  26 
 27   28   29   30  
yes i did just copy and paste this from august! so fucking what!?  
you think it’s easy to make a calendar?! you think i do this all the time like thats just what i do?! 
you think i just sit around making calendars all day?!



this is an image of an oort cloud. 
it makes you feel insignificant. 
that insignificance reduces your fear and induces your curiosity.



there is only seven hundred forty four hours left in the year twenty seventeen 
the month of december has a full moon on the third. 
 
 
FRI 1 8  15 22 29 
SAT 2 9 16 23 30 
SUN 3 10 17 24 31 
MON 4 11 18 25 
TUE 5 12 19 26 
WED 6 13 20 27 
THU 7 14 21 28 
 
 



 
 
 
vov abraxas 2017 
badappletree.com 
vovabraxas.bandcamp.com 


